Puzzles and horoscopes
Double Crossword

Horoscopes
Cryptic
Across
1. Point to a tree from the window (4)
3. The parson’s address (8)
8. Sound as a bell (4)
9. Encouraging applause? (8)
11. Bet the flag will, sometimes (4,1,7)
13. Strange desire to settle
somewhere (6)
14. I am in a rage, it appears (6)

ARIES (March 21 – April 20) Having an ideal situation in mind
it is hard for you to ever compromise, Aries . Well, perhaps you
could look to being a bit more flexible. That may be possible if
you are looking at short term work or relationships. A little forward
planning, however, in never a bad thing. Where do you want
to be in, say, eight years’ time? Well, there are some exciting
possibilities that have nothing to do with compromise!
TAURUS (April 21 – May 21) Naturally energetic and dynamic
this week? Well, make the most of the social invitations that come
your way. A few recent disappointments may have given your
confidence a knock. It happens to us all, so don’t dwell. With so
much going on it is a fine time to renew your commitment to a
healthy lifestyle. Whatever exercise you enjoy can lead to meeting
someone with a healthy glow.

17. Educated postman? (3,2,7)
20. Hip seams split by stress (8)
21. Still not excited (4)
22. Gives some support for broken seat
before it subsides (8)
23. Stupefy in a most unusual fashion (4)
Down
1. His paper might be valuable (8)
2. Has no bite? (7)

Quick

4. Expire, though once healthy (6)
5. Choose to speak to the voters (10)
17. Loving (12)

Across
1. Applaud (4)

20. Expulsion (8)

3. Trustworthy (8)

21. Lake (4)
22. Guardianship (8)

8. Observe (4)

Down

9. Mark in

1. Persuade (8)

degrees (8)

6. Muscular

6. The very best from France (5)

strength (5)

7. Excavates lodgings (4)

7. Level (4)

10. This fight will be very close (4-2-4)

10. Accompanying
(10)

15. A nice tax might produce it, but it

12. Verdure (8)

wouldn’t be right (7)

15. Tableland (7)

16. Fish for position, we hear (6)
18. It brought to notice the gravity of the

11. White-hot (12)

2. Commodity (7)

16. Powerful (6)

13. Reputation (6)

4. Merited (6)

18. Mock assault (5)

14. Lethargy (6)

5. Token (10)

19. Exploit (4)

Sudoku

12. Yet he may be a queen! (8)

world situation (5)
19. They may be sweet to eat, or not! (4)

Word Spiral

Fill in the grid so that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9. There’s
no maths involved – just solve the puzzle
using reasoning and logic.

Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with four-letter words.
The last letter of each word becomes the first letter of the next
to reveal the key word in the shaded boxes.

1. Body powder
2. Cot
3. Surety
4. Uneven walk
5. Poke
6. Moist
7. Fruit
8. Thaw
9. Skinny
10. Church part
11. Engrave
12. Suspend
13. Courage
14. Labour
15. Molten rock
16. Curved structure
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Keyword clue:
A boy’s name
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WORD SPIRAL
1 Talc; 2 Crib; 3 Bail;
4 Limp; 5 Prod; 6 Damp;
7 Plum; 8 Melt; 9 Thin;
10 Nave; 11 Etch;
12 Hang; 13 Grit; 14 Toil;
15 Lava; 16 Arch.
Keyword: Michael.
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WORD WHEEL
RAINWATER

A

How you rate:
15 words,
average;
20 words,
good;
25 words, very
good;
30 or more,
excellent.

SUDOKU

You have 10 mins to find as many words
as possible using the letters in the wheel.
Each must use the hub letter and at least 3
others. Letters may be used only once. You
cannot use plurals, foreign words or proper
nouns. There is at least one 9-letter word to
be found.

DOUBLE CROSSWORD
Cryptic: Across: 1 Sash; 3 Reverend;
8 Peal; 9 Cheering; 11 Have a flutter;
13 Reside; 14 Wraith;
17 Man of letters; 20 Emphasis;
21 Calm; 22 Steadies; 23 Stun.
Down: 1 Sapphire; 2 Starves;
4 Exhale; 5 Electorate; 6 Elite;
7 Digs; 10 Hand-to-hand;
12 Chessman; 15 Inexact; 16 Plaice;
18 Apple; 19 Peas.
Quick: Across: 1 Clap; 3 Reliable;
8 Note; 9 Graduate;
11 Incandescent; 13 Credit;
14 Stupor; 17 Affectionate;
20 Eviction; 21 Mere; 22 Tutelage;
23 Busy. Down: 1 Convince;
2 Article; 4 Earned; 5 Indication;
6 Brawn; 7 Even; 10 Incidental;
12 Greenery; 15 Plateau; 16 Strong;
18 Feint; 19 Feat.

Wordwheel

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21) Being pretty picky when it comes to
your social life, some invitations for around the holiday may seem
tame. Getting involved with a few of them on the organising side
could make all the difference. Who would not want the input of
a social turbo-charged Gemini? Involving someone from work at
the weekend throws up a very interesting story. Could this lead
you to understand more?
CANCER (June 22 – July 22) Loving a challenge, this week
should see you in your element. Both at work and play there is
much to keep you moving forward. Travel turns out to be more
unusual than expected. Even so, tedious or funny, it will set you
thinking about how to increase the cash flow! Making long term
changes to your health options makes sense right now. Needing
to make the most of opportunities requires energy!
LEO (July 23 – August 23) Work and finances need extra effort.
As others return from holidays there seems to be much more to
do. Be sure that those higher up (if there are any!) take note of
your efforts and appreciate them. If necessary, get someone to
point out your talents. When it comes to romance this weekend
be attentive but don’t give too much away. A little mystery can be
strangely alluring.
VIRGO (August 24 – September 23) Be determined and ready to
make the most of opportunities. They run through the week with a
special meeting possible at the weekend. Of course, you will have
to be flexible with your time. Who knows when you will decide to
step into the future after a new offer? Try not to be sentimental
about finances. What you benefit from others close to you, you
will benefit from too!
LIBRA (September 24 – October 23) This week you attract all
manner of comments. Some are compliments, but others can be
a bit pointed. As you know what you like and drive your own style,
Libra, this is to be expected. Is it better, after all, to be noticed
than to be ignored? Carry on being your own guide and build on
your reputation as a person of style and taste. Now, about that
Mohican...?
SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22) Friends bring a lightness
to your everyday life this week. Is it the festive season filtering
through already? Certainly, you should get organised to be with
the people that you want to be with. Some of them may be in
demand elsewhere. A spiritual attitude at the weekend throws off
stress like Teflon! Some days you feel as though you are changing
into something quite different.
SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21) Having an open
mind really pays off for you this week. Indeed, getting friends
organised for the weekend brings anticipation. Suggestions come
hard and fast and you are well equipped to deal with them. One in
particular could lead to better cash flow. Don’t forget who told you
and get them involved. Those who play together stay together?
CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20) A subject close to
your heart needs careful handling. Those who are sensitive and
who care what you think could back off. Be yourself and give
a practical answer to an awkward question. This is a time of
strength both on the home front and at work. Showing that you
are confident in your approach to anything is more likely to bring
success.
AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19) Your word for this week
should be ‘determination.’ What you are trying to do will meet with
some opposition. The approach may be subtle so don’t miss it.
Remember that quiet characters can be just as disruptive as the
louder versions! Watching finances means getting the bargains,
not being penny pinching with loved ones. Keep your promises.
PISCES (February 20 – March 20) Being ready to help colleagues
or friends when a problem arises comes naturally to you, Pisces.
However, think before you take on something that will be never
ending. In the months ahead there will be chances to achieve a
dream. Tying yourself to one place could be a deal breaker. My
flexible friend, do what you can to stay just that!

